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We study the dynamics of a single excitation in a Heisenberg spin-chain subjected to a sequence of
periodic pulses from an external, parabolic, magnetic ﬁeld. We show that, for experimentally reasonable
parameters, a pair of counterpropagating coherent states is ejected from the center of the chain. We ﬁnd an
illuminating correspondence with the quantum time evolution of the well-known paradigm of quantum
chaos, the quantum kicked rotor. From this we can analyze the entanglement production and interpret the
ejected coherent states as a manifestation of the so-called ‘‘accelerator modes’’ of a classically chaotic
system.
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There is considerable interest in the ﬁdelity of quantum
state transmission and entanglement measures in spin
chains because of their relevance to quantum-information
applications. In [1] state transmission in a Heisenberg
chain was investigated. In [2] it was shown that such a
chain, in the presence of an external, static, parabolic mag-
netic ﬁeld, can give perfect transmission of coherent spin
states of appropriate width. Obtaining coherent states of
speciﬁed widths represents a technical challenge though.
Here, we investigate the dynamics of a Heisenberg spin-
chain subjected to short, time-periodic pulses from an
external parabolic magnetic ﬁeld. We ﬁnd that this pro-
vides an effective technique for generating well-deﬁned
coherent states, starting from a single excitation at the cen-
ter of the spin chain. The keyto the analysis is that we note,
for the ﬁrst time, a close correspondence between the time
evolution of a Heisenberg chain and that of thewell-known
quantum kicked rotor (QKR) [3,4] in its quantum-
resonance regime [5]. Our additional parabolic external
ﬁeld extends the correspondence between the Heisenberg
spin chain to the nonresonant QKR. Both the nonresonant
and resonant QKR have been well investigated experimen-
tally with cold atoms in optical lattices [5,6].
There is also much current interest in the interface
between quantum chaos and quantum information [7]. In
some studies of entanglement measures, quantum chaos is
generated by extrinsic disorder [8]; in others, with a clean
but chaotic Hamiltonian [9,10]. The question of whether
chaos aids or hinders entanglement generation relevant to
quantum-information applications has not yet yielded a
clear answer [10]. In [11] it was shown that a class of
kicked Ising-type chains have quantum behavior related to
those of one-body ‘‘image’’ systems with a well-deﬁned
classical limit, which can be chaotic or integrable.
However, to our knowledge, the correspondence be-
tween the dynamics of the QKR, a leading paradigm of
quantum chaos and the Heisenberg chain, a system of such
key interest in quantum-information, has not been noted or
exploited previously. We show it means that with the
pulsed parabolic ﬁeld, we can employ certain ‘‘textbook’’
[12] expressions found for the QKR and the standard map
to describe the entanglement properties. It means also that
we see not only generic forms of quantum chaotic behavior
in the spin chain, like exponential localization [shown in
[4] to be analogous to Anderson localization] but also
phenomena (such as ‘‘accelerator modes’’) due to addi-
tional correlations speciﬁc to a ‘‘clean’’ chaotic system—
and to the QKR, in particular. We show that, as we can
remain in the one-excitation sector with this Hamiltonian,
there are new possibilities for quantum-information appli-
cations from the entanglement properties of the accelerator
modes.
We consider a time-periodic Hamiltonian of the form:
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z is the
Hamiltonian for the Heisenberg chain studied in [1]. T0
is the period of the pulses; BQ is the amplitude of the
applied parabolic magnetic ﬁeld and n0 is the site at which
the ﬁeld is a minimum. N is the length of the chain: here,
N * 100. The spin-transmission properties for the time-
independent part were investigated in [1]: for a nonzero
static ﬁeld, where @B   kT one may restrict the study to
the single-excitation regime [i.e., restricted to the basis of
states jji, which have a spin-up at a single site j on the
chain but all other spins down (along  ^ z)].
The eigenstates of Hhc, j~ mi [13] are delocalized along
the chain and may be written in the jji basis [1]:
j~ mi am
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jji; (2)
where am  
           
2  m1
N
q
. Using the eigenstates, an analytical
form for the time-evolution operator Uhc t;0  
expf  i
@Hhctg may be obtained in the single-excitation
basis:
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where we disregard the uninteresting overall phase due to
the uniform static ﬁeld B (or formally set 2BT0   2 ). For
the periodically pulsed system described by the Hamilton-
ian in (1), the matrix elements of the one-period time-
evolution operator U T0;0 , in the single-excitation basis,
are:
Urs T0  e i BQ=2  r n0 2  h rjUhc T0 jsi: (4)
In Fig. 1, we show the effect of repeated application of
(4), using the matrix elements in (3), on the state   t  
0  j n0i —a state initialized on a site at, or very near, the
center of the chain. The spin-amplitude spreads out into an
irregular distribution peaked around the site n0. But most
strikingly, we can see a pair of counterpropagating spikes,
‘‘hopping’’ around 2 =BQ ’ 94 spin sites each consecu-
tiveperiod. In order to analyze this behavior, wereexamine
the form of Uhc
rs  T0;0 .
It is easy to see that, as N !1 , (3) becomes the dis-
cretized version of an integral: i.e., hrjUhcjsi!Frs, where
Frs  
e 2iJT0
2 
Z  
0
 cos r   s   1 x   cos r
  s x e2iJT0 cosxdx: (5)
The x     m   1 =N is nominally a position coordi-
nate but in fact represents motion through the subspace of
j~ mi, the eigenstates of Hhc. Equation (5) can be compared
with the time-evolution operator of one of the most studied
systems in quantum chaos, the QKR [3].
The QKR corresponds to the Hamiltonian H  
P2
2   Kcosx
P
n  t   n , where K is the kick strength and
T   1is the kicking period. The equations ofmotion forits
classical limit produce the ‘‘standard map,’’ the textbook
paradigm of classical Hamiltonian chaos [12]. The time-
evolution operator of the QKR, UQKR, is generally given in
a plane wave basis jli 1=
       
2 
p
expfilxg with l  
0;1;2;...L, where L is where we truncate our basis.
Then, hnjUQKRjli e il2@=2in lJn l K=@  where J de-
notes an ordinary Bessel function. If, e.g., @   2M ,
with M   1;2;3... we obtain simply hnjUQKRjli 
 in lJn l K=@ , i.e., an instance of the quantum-
resonance regime [also much studied in cold atom experi-
ments [5]]. In the experiments, @ represents an effective
value obtained from the optical lattice parameters and kick
period T, typically of order @   1 [6,14].
However, since parity is conserved, the basis states of
the QKR are generally symmetrized, so   
l   1=
   
2
p
 jli 
j li . It is evident that, to within an overall phase, the
form of the integral in (5) is equivalent to the ‘‘kick’’ part
of the QKR operator:
Frs  h   
r 1=2jei K=@ cosxj  
s 1=2i (6)
if 2JT0   K=@    . Above, jr   1=2i indicates plane
waves shifted by half a quantum, i.e., jr   1=2i 
1      
2 
p ei r 1=2 x. Further,
Frs  h   
r 1=2jei K=@ cosxj  
s 1=2i’ir sJr s    (7)
provided we neglect terms which are only signiﬁcant at the
edges of the basis (i.e., r   1 or r   N). Note that for a
spin ring, these ‘‘edge’’ corrections are entirely absent: the
time evolution of a Heisenberg spin ring is entirely equiva-
lent to the kick part of the QKR. The addition of the
parabolic-ﬁeld kick completes the analogy with the full
QKR: the fact that the parabolic ﬁeld is now the  -kick
term, while for the QKR the kinetic energy provides the
time-independent term, represents only a simple rescaling
of the parameters in U T0;0 .
Notethat all ournumerics employ the matrixelement (3)
and not the QKR form in (7). Nevertheless, we found the
spin-chain dynamics are sufﬁciently analogous that we can
simply make the substitutions: (a) BQ   @ is an effective
value of Planck’s constant. (b) 2JT0BQ   K, where K is
the stochasticity parameter which fully determines the
classical dynamics of the kicked rotor; e.g., K * 4:5 in-
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of the state   t   0  j n0i (i.e., ini-
tialized with a single spin-excitation at the center of the chain)—
showing the effect of accelerator modes. P s  represents the
probability of ﬁnding the excitation at site s. The accelerator
modes are the ‘‘spikes’’ at the leading edge of the distribution.
They correspond to a counterpropagating pair of coherent states
ejected from the center. We take BQ   1=15 and 2JT0   100.
The upper line is at t   3T0; the lower curves correspond to
consecutive periods jT0 with j   4;5;6... as numbered. The
dotted line indicates the form of the parabolic ﬁeld (scaled by a
constant factor) which is pulsed on/off every period at times t  
jT0. The accelerator modes represent over 25% of the total
probability; they advance an equal distance (shown below to
be 2 =BQ ’ 94 spin sites) each period, and after just 3 pulses are
well separated from the central, ‘‘chaotic’’ remnant.
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the well-known QKR results to the spin dynamics.
(1) Short-time diffusion of spin excitation.—For K * 4
the QKR initially displays diffusion of momentum, hp2i 
D K t, which follows the classical behavior: the form
D K  K2=2f1   2J2 K  2J2 K 2g [15] is obtained
from a study of the classical diffusion for the standard
map. The ﬁrst term in the expression for D represents
uncorrelated diffusion (equivalent to a random walk); the
J2 K  terms result from short-time correlations present in
the classical kicked rotor. We obtain analogous behavior in
our pulsed spin chain; substituting 2JT0BQ   Ks, and
starting out with a spin initialized on a site s   s0 any-
where on the chain, we ﬁnd h s   s0 2B2
Qi D Ks t.
Figure 2(a) compares the classical and quantum diffusion
rates. For Ks   10, the correction due to short-range cor-
relations is large, but for Ks   5, we ﬁnd D   K2
s=2 since
J2 5  0. After the so-called ‘‘break time,’’ t   
 Ks=BQ 2 the quantum diffusion no longer follows the
classical behavior and the spin-excitation stops spreading.
(2) Dynamical localization.—The Floquet states [eigen-
states of UQKR T;0 ] of the QKR are known to be delo-
calized in the resonant regime; hence, as investigated in
[1], a spin excitation can transmit (imperfectly) from one
end of the chain to the other. In the nonresonant case,
however, the corresponding Floquet states exhibit dynami-
cal localization, a phenomenon analogous to Anderson
localization in a disordered metal [4]. Hence, for the spin
chain in pulsed parabolic ﬁeld, a single excitation any-
where in the chain will spread for a ﬁnite time and will then
‘‘freeze’’ (localize) at the break time, t .F o rt>t  ,
Ploc s  
1
L
expf 2js   s0j=Lg : (8)
The quantum localization length L ’  2JT0 2=4.
Figure 2(b) demonstrates the typical probability distribu-
tion of a dynamically localized state.
(3) Entanglement.—Our knowledge of the time evolu-
tion and spreading of the spin distribution enables us to
estimate some entanglement measures for the one-
excitation regime, in particular, the Q measure [16] and
the concurrence [17]. The former is a measure of the global
entanglement for a pure (multipartite) state:
Q j i   
4
N
 
1  
X N
k 1
j kj4
 
 
4
N
 
1  
1
2L
 
;
where the  k are the amplitudes when the state is projected
on to the basis of spin sites, fjkig. We note the relation of
this formula to the well-known inverse participation ratio,
R   1=
P
jakj4; for a localized system R ’ 2L.
We assign a measure to the bipartite entanglement of
two separated sites i and j with the concurrence. Given a
pure state in the single-excitation basis Ci;j   2j ijj jj.
With the exponentially localized form, (8):
Ci;j  
2
L
exp
 
 
1
L
 ji   s0j j j   s0j 
 
if the separation between two sites di;j  j i   s0j j j  
s0j > 0, the maximum of the concurrence occurs at L   d,
with the value   2
de 1.
(4) Accelerator modes.—For values of K   2 , trans-
porting islands of stability reappear in the classical phase
space. Their phase-space area is  1=10 and hence can
support quantum states if @ & 1=10. Their effect has
been experimentally observed for cold cesium atoms in
pulsed standing waves of light [18]. Because of the rela-
tively large effective values of @ * 1 in the atomic experi-
ments, their effect there was diluted by the chaotic ‘‘sea’’
of trajectories; nevertheless, the accelerator modes (and
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Shows that the rate of spreading of a
spin excitation initially at an arbitrary site js0i in the chain, at
short times, is determined solely by the ‘‘classical stochasticity
parameter’’ Ks   2JT0BQ. At longer times, the spreading satu-
rates. The straight line indicates the behavior expected of the
classical chaotic kicked rotor. The smaller the effective value of
Planck’s constant, BQ, the longer the spin spreads linearly at the
‘‘classical’’ rate. Note that in the accelerator mode regime,
however, the increase would be quadratic in time, not linear.
(b) Shows that at sufﬁciently long times the spin probability
distribution saturates into an exponentially localized form. This
is the analogue of Anderson localization in a disordered metal.
P s  expf 2js   s0j=Lg so ln P s     2=L takes the charac-
teristic ‘‘triangular form.’’ The straight lines correspond to L  
K2
s
4B2
Q
for Ks   10 and agree well with the numerically calculated
distributions.
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as an enhancement of the diffusion for K ’ 2 .
In the spin chains there is no evident bar to a low @  
BQ; it simply requires a weaker magnetic ﬁeld. Accelerator
modes, in fact, are stable for a broad parameter range K  
 2  where     1:03–1:10 so there is no need for very
precise ﬁne-tuning of the parameter 2JT0. The associated
islands of stability span a width (of spin sites) of order
 s   1
102 =@ (about 10 sites for Fig. 1), so there is no need
to prepare the initial state exactly at the center of the chain
either, in order for the initial state to overlap strongly with
the accelerator islands.
We ﬁnd useful coherent states are obtained provided
BQ & 1=5. The width of these states is simply determined
by the effective @:weveriﬁed numerically that their form is
given by   s;t   jT0 ’Aj expf BQ s   sj 2g, where
sj   2 j=@ and j is the pulse number. We ﬁnd that, for j ’
1 the coherent state pair represents about 30% of the total
probability. For ﬁnite @ we expect the amplitude to gradu-
ally ‘‘tunnel’’ out of the accelerator island: for @   1=10
we estimated the decay numerically: jAjj2 ’j Aj 1j2  
expf j=24g, so even after 30 pulses there is a substantial
amplitude. For @   1=15 (shownin Fig.1)the island can in
fact support more than one eigenstate, leading to a slight
oscillation in its amplitude. It only requires 2–4 pulses to
cleanly separate the traveling states from the chaotic rem-
nant, so even @ ’ 1=5 would give coherent states with
probability   20%. These could then be taken into a static,
parabolic-ﬁeld region and transmitted onwards with per-
fect ﬁdelity [2].
For an actual realization we might suggest BQ   1=10;
in an experiment, BQ   ~ BQ t where  t   T0 is the
pulse duration. If our maximum magnetic ﬁeld Bmax is of
order 0.1 Tesla, Bmax    N=2 2 ~ BQ   10 6 a:u:, for N  
100–1000, implies ~ BQ   10 10 a:u: so the pulse duration
 t   109 a:u:   25 ns. As we have made a split-operator
approximation in Eq. (4), we require 2J tis a small phase,
whereas 2JT0 is signiﬁcant. This constrains 2J   10 9  
1–10 MHz, so we are in a weak spin-coupling regime, for
this choice of parameters.
We now propose an application of the accelerator modes
in context of quantum communication. It has been noted
that encoding quantum information in Gaussian wave
packets of excitation (where the presence and absence of
thewave packet depicts logical j1i and j0i states of a qubit)
is a useful way of transmitting it down a Heisenberg
coupled chain of spins [2,19]. However, precisely how to
create a superposition of the presence and absence of a
Gaussian wave packet remained unclear. The work pre-
sented here suggests, in fact, that after 3–4 kicks one
creates a superposition of two Gaussian wave packets
traveling in opposite directions and a exponentially local-
ized state in the middle of a Heisenberg spin chain. If one
measures the exponentially localized part and does not ﬁnd
the spin excitation there (which can have nearly 30%
probability of occurrence for appropriately chosen parame-
ters), then the spin chain is projected on to a superposition
of oppositely traveling Gaussian wave packets of excita-
tion. If one denotes the left and right traveling wave pack-
ets as jGLi and jGRi (which are each a Gaussian dis-
tribution of spin-up), and j0Li and j0Ri as the absence of
such a wave packet (which are each an all spin-down state
at the sites where jGLi and jGRi would otherwise be), then
the maximally entangled state jGLij0Ri j 0LijGRi is ef-
fectively created. This state can now be distributed among
well separated parties by switching on a constant parabolic
ﬁeld (instead of the kicks) in which a Gaussian wave
packet can travel for a signiﬁcant distance without distor-
tion [2].
In conclusion: we have demonstrated that there is a close
correspondence between a spin chain in a pulsed quadratic
ﬁeld and the well-known chaotic kicked rotor; we ﬁnd
potential applications in quantum-information processing.
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